COMMERCIAL NEW PRODUCTS 2014

ARMED AND READY WITH NEW PRODUCT

As the leading innovator of landscaping solutions for the commercial construction
sector, Marshalls has continued to create, inspire and develop during the recent
economic downturn. It has been a difficult few years for our industry, but now that the
green shoots of recovery are making an appearance, we are poised to bring to market
a distinctive range of new products guaranteed to enhance landscape construction.
Marshalls innovations combine clever engineering and technology with imaginative
ways to save time and costs across all disciplines, from water management to the very
latest in creative street furniture ideas.
Our company and our people are equipped and more than ready to make the most of
emerging commercial opportunities. Marshalls landscaping expertise has no parallel
in the industry, demonstrated by our thoughtful and comprehensive range of product
solutions for landscaping projects.

WATER MANAGEMENT-LINEAR
WATER MANAGEMENT-PERMEABLE
PAVING
NATURAL STONE
STREET FURNITURE
WOODHOUSE
CASE STUDIES

CO NTEN T

I N N O VAT I O N S F O R 2 0 1 4

I N T E R N A L N AT U R A L S T O N E .
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The Collection is built from the highest quality materials,
sourced from a wide family of stones including Marble,
Limestone, Travertine, Quartzite, Granite and Sandstone.
An easy to use colour finding index has been produced
to assist clients in their decision making process, an
approach common within interior design. The colour
spectrums are available for all three finishes; polished,
fine finished and textured.

Our Aim:

With over 50 large commercial schemes already
completed around the UK, Marshalls has proved itself as
a successful and valued supplier for internal flooring.

• M
 arshalls brand is built on quality and service, traits
that will appeal to internal build programmes
thereby providing certainty and eliminating risk

• T o provide an attractive and distinctive internal
flooring proposition with desirable differentiated
materials
• T o use the strength and robustness of the Marshalls
supply chain to bring together an unmatchable
collection of world stones that will inspire

Many of the schemes are showcased within our ‘Stone
Collection’ book. This 200 page hard back book
showcases this beautiful collection of world stones for
internal flooring. The book is structured for interior
designers and echoes the style and quality of the
swatch guides widely used for selecting internal
materials.

1/ Devonshire Square, London
2/ Universal Square, Manchester
3/ Drake Circus, Plymouth
4/ One New Change, London
5/ Met Quarter, Liverpool
7/ Midlands Arts Centre Birmingham

For more information on the Stone Collection book
call 01270 824 000 or go online to:

8/ Central Conference Complex, Manchester

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/natural-stone

6/ Cabot Circus, Bristol

8/

STON

Building on over 120 years experience of quarrying and processing natural
stone combined with a wealth of experience in sourcing stones from around
the world, Marshalls is delighted to be launching their Internal Stone Flooring
Collection for the commercial market.

INTERNAL NATURA

D E S I R A B L E , D I S T I N C T I V E , I N T E R N AT I O N A L

M O N O B E A N Y.

I N N O VAT I V E , O N E P I E C E ,

Marshalls new Mono Beany - a concrete one piece
combined kerb and drainage system demonstrates
our commitment to developing water management
solutions that offer clients choice and practitioners
benefits.
45˚ Splay

Half Battered

Mono Beany is an extension of our original Beany Block,
and alongside Mini Beany this new addition not only
complements but completes our comprehensive Beany
range of water management solutions.
Mono Beany was specifically designed and developed
to form an integral part of any modern, sustainable
water management solution. This one piece system is
simple and straightforward to design and easy to set
out and install. Cost effective and flexible with excellent
surface drainage efficiency specifically designed for low
to medium flow capacity. The inlet apertures have a 45˚
incline which prevents blockages and creates aesthetic
consistency across the range.

• G
 enuine advanced concrete mix technology, M-Tech,
provides increased strength with less material
• H
 igh strength M-Tech concrete surrounds a unique
rotational moulded 100% recycled plastic core
• M
 ono Beany is available in Half Battered or 45˚ Splay
profiles and a choice of two depths
• New design provides reduced flow resistance
• A
 chieves D400 load classification for use on any
urban or rural carriageway
• M
 ono Beany operates with a comprehensive range of
system ancillaries
• O
 ne mechanical lift per metre means quicker, more
cost effective installation
• R
 equires less installation haunch than competitor
products
• M
 ono Beany carries the British Standard Kitemark,
and is certified to BS EN 1433
Dimensions:
500 & 1000mm lengths
321 & 502mm depths

Sealant Groove

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/water-management

LINEA

The growing demand for more cost-effective and less complicated drainage
systems has led to modern linear drainage becoming the preferred choice
amongst specifiers and contractors.

WATER MANAGEMEN

STRONG, EASIER, SIMPLER, QUICKER

PAV E D R A I N .
™

O R I G I N A L , I N T E G R AT E D ,

Standard Grey

Conservation Silver Grey

Scoutmoor Yorkstone

Silver Grey Granite

Pave Drain is a unique aesthetic solution that
complements our most popular paving products and
creates wider choice. Each top sits on our existing
Landscape Drain channel offering a variety of invert
depths and a comprehensive range of accessories. Pave
Drain provides a water management solution for any
urban scape.
Available in Conservation Silver Grey, Saxon Buff and
Standard Grey these new drainage units complement
our most popular concrete paving products. This
drainage solution has also been extended across
to Natural Stone with units available in Scoutmoor
Yorkstone, Mid Grey and Silver Grey Granite.

• T hree designs of Pave Drain top are available whether
in concrete or natural stone
-

Horizontal Heelsure Slot
Diagonal Heelsure Slot
Diagonal Heelsure Dot

• M
 arshalls M-Tech high strength concrete is used to
achieve D400 loading classification
• A
 vailable in Conservation Silver Grey, Standard Grey
or Saxon Buff, Marshalls most popular concrete
products
• P
 ave Drain Natural Stone Units are also available
in Scoutmoor Yorkstone, Mid Grey and Silver Grey
Granite to complement Natural Stone paving schemes
• E ach top fits the existing Landscape Drain channel
which offers a variety of invert depths and accessories

Saxon Buff

Mid Grey Granite

Dimensions:
500mm x 200mm x 113mm

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/water-management

LINEA

Marshalls, the UK’s leader in hard landscaping, can now offer an integrated
product solution to transform public realm landscapes for the better.
Pave Drain combines paving and drainage to create a unique landscaping
solution.

WATER MANAGEMEN

V I S U A L LY A P P E A L I N G , S I M P L E

SLOT DRAIN DUO.

E F F I C I E N T, D I S C R E E T,

We’re experiencing a growth in demand amongst
specifiers and contractors for more cost-effective,
less complicated and more aesthetically driven linear
drainage systems.
Slot Drain provides a discreet and efficient linear
solution for a wide range of applications from
prestigious pedestrian areas through to motorway
crossovers. Perfect for complementing premium
concrete paving and Natural Stone projects, Slot Drain
Duo has now been value engineered to offer a more
cost effective system.

• N
 ow both Mono and Duo Slot Drain tops sit on our
existing Landscape Drain Channel to help drive
out cost
• L andscape Drain Channels offer a variety of invert
depths and a full range of accessories
• L oad Classification of D400 suits trafficked
applications
• S lot Drain Duo, suits prestigious pedestrian schemes
through to motorway crossovers
• Ideal where discreet yet efficient linear drainage is
required
Dimensions:
500 & 1000mm lengths

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/water-management

LINEA

New Slot Drain Duo is a simple value engineered linear drainage solution
for schemes where discreet drainage is paramount.

WATER MANAGEMEN

VA L U E E N G I N E E R E D

C O N S E R VAT I O N P R I O R A .
®

Featuring the patented Priora
nib for maximum interlock

TRAFFICABLE,

Marshalls Priora Permeable Paving system is the best selling permeable paving
in the UK. Driven by evolving legislation and a growing interest in sustainable
building practices, sales have grown consistently since its launch in 2002.

6mm & 20mm Priora
Aggregate

To capitalise on our success and to further maximise the
appeal of our permeable offer, we are now proud to launch
our new flag-sized Conservation Priora.

• P
 ermeable enough to cope with any realistic
UK rainfall event, even in single size large unit
laying patterns

Based on our most popular value-added flag product,
this new member of the Priora product family features
a range of 3 complementary large plan size units that
mirrors the usage patterns of our standard flag products.

• Ideal for pedestrianised areas, but engineered
and tested to withstand light trafficking (cars) and
occasional emergency vehicles up to 8 tonnes

Specially selected for
maximum hydraulic and
structural performance

M15 Grid
Stabilises the sub-base
increasing the CBR by
1% and driving cost
from the system

• E mploys the patented Priora nib, successfully installed
for over 10 years, to maximise interlock stability
• T he three complementary sizes interlock to create
multi-size, truly random course laying patterns, but
can also create single-size half bond options
• T he three contemporary colour finishes can be mixed
and matched to enable truly creative paving designs
Conservation Textured Priora Dimensions:
200 x 400 x 65mm
400 x 400 x 65mm
600 x 400 x 65mm

M380 Tanking
Membrane
Thimnner, lighter and
stronger for lining Type C
(tanked) Priora Systems

Silver Grey

Charcoal

Graphite

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/water-management

PERMEABL

SUB-BASE COMPONENTS

WATER MANAGEMEN

SuDS, PERMEABLE, LARGE SIZES, DESIGN LED

METRE SQUARE UNITS.

UNIQUE, BOLD,

Marshalls always strive to innovate and develop new markets for their core
product ranges, and paving is no exception. In response to market requests
and trends for larger plan sizes Marshalls are unique in being able to satisfy
customer demands.
This top end value product is an extension to our
most popular textured paving ranges - Saxon and
Conservation. It can be laid with a flexible laying course
and sanded joints of 2-5mm. It is the strength of this
specially created concrete mix that allows large plan
sizes to be trafficked.

• Innovative concrete technology allows paving on a
grand scale
• A
 esthetically suits large areas and capitalises on the
trend for large plan sizes
• Installation time and costs are significantly reduced
• The product can be laid with a flexible laying course
and sand joints of 2-5mm, for pedestrian use,
occasional light vehicle use of upto 7.5 tonnes. For
more heavily trafficked applications, please contact
Marshalls for installation advise.
Dimensions:
1000 x 1000 x 70mm
1000 x 500 x 70mm

Saxon Buff

Conservation Silver Grey

For further product details view online:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/paving

PAVIN

PROGRESSIVE, AESTHETIC, TRAFFICABLE

PC40.

C O S T E F F E C T I V E , I N N O VAT I V E

PC40 COMBINED COPING TACTILE UNIT
No other manufacturer is offering a DDA compliant Combined
Concrete Coping and Tactile Unit. It creates a product solution
that addresses all of the clients’ technical issues with an
innovative one piece unit.
• Innovative dual pour concrete technology creates a single
combined coping and tactile unit
• DDA compliant
• Single unit is easier and quicker to install
• N
 egates requirement for steel preparation works under
platform
• Consistent alignment aids aesthetic result
Dimensions:
600 x 1000 x 65mm
Colours:
Tactile: Natural, Buff, Charcoal
Coping: Natural, Buff, Charcoal

INTERNAL PAVING
Marshalls has used its extensive experience of
manufacturing external paving to apply this knowledge
to the manufacture of internal flooring. This product was
first developed for London Underground. It is a product
with tighter construction tolerances and as a result more
consistent installation aesthetics.
• Developed and approved for London Underground
• Pioneering the future for internal concrete paving
• U
 K manufacture means improved availability, better
lead times and reduced potential for transit damage
• S mooth light polish highlights the rich mix of
aggregates, making it ideal for internal applications
• N
 o secondary processing of the product is required
on site, unlike many of the current market solutions
in place for internal flooring. This improves site health
and safety and reduces installation costs
Dimensions:
300 x 300 x 28mm
400 x 400 x 35mm
600 x 300 x 35mm

St Georges Buff

St Georges
Silver Grey

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/paving

PAVIN

I N T E R N A L PAV I N G . I N N O VAT I V E

S T O N E S PA R .
™

THIN, STRONG, UNIQUE,

by

• S tonespar consists of 5 stones which are exclusive
to Marshalls
Jayrum Light

PRE-DESIGNED MIXES

• S tonespar takes the risk out of colour variation
and provides designers with exactly what their
clients require
• A
 lso available in 4 pre-designed mixes offering
several key benefits:

Salva Grey

Chaler Beige

• P
 re-mixed in the crates to the exact design
proportions ensures consistency of the blend
when laid

Vasanta Blend

Grishma Blend

Hemnat Blend

Sharad Blend

•	
Pre-blended mixes mean that space on site is
minimised as only one crate is required at the
laying face
• B
 espoke mixed blends can also be created and
supplied for projects

Ranya Brown

• U
 nits weigh approximately 13kg each so manual
handling problems on site are minimal
Dimensions:
600 x 130 x 65mm

Aruva Red

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/natural-stone

STON

2013 sees the introduction of a new concept for stone paving using five amazing
new sandstones in an innovating and exciting design led vision for paving.
This new combination of colours, size and designs marks a new era for Natural
Stone landscapes.

NATURA

E T H I C A L LY S O U R C E D , P R E - B L E N D E D T O N E S

S T O N E S PA R .
™

SHOULDERS THE BURDEN OF MODERN
LANDSCAPES
Marshalls Stonespar range when installed to the British
Standards is capable of carrying the burden of the modern
landscape. Most landscapes have a certain degree of vehicular
overrun or have a degree of shared space for deliveries.
Correctly installed Stonspar will carry a class 4 loading which is
a walking area or market place occasionally used by delivery or
emergency vehicles.

COMPLEMENTS STREET FURNITURE

ETHICALLY SOURCED

Marshalls new “Simply Stone” range of cubes and benches are
manufactured in the same stones as the Stonespar range so
that street furniture can be co-ordinated with the paving to
create a more harmonised landscape.

These are the first commercial products to carry the
Fairstone Logo which is the mark put against particular
premium stone products which give the Marshalls
guarantee about its provenance. All these products are
ethically accredited and audited to the very highest of
standards. The Fairstone trademark provides a guarantee
of fair pay, safe conditions for workers, no child labour and
also affirms an active participation in the local communities
providing health care and education programmes.

by

STON

NATURA

THINK BEYOND ‘THE NORMAL’
Stonespar provides a unique opportunity to deliver a
real difference, offering an exciting range of new design
and style opportunities for stone paving. With Stonespar,
differing blends can be juxtaposed to achieve subtle,
shaded patterns, going beyond the conventional to
create a range of new possibilities. From simple stitch
bonds to erratic herringbones, or using a change of
bond to indicate trafficked areas, the potential for
Stonespar is limited only by the designer’s imagination.

Herringbone

Erratic Herringbone

Weave Bond

Stitch Bond

Create bespoke designs

Double Herringbone

Triple Herringbone

Third Bond

Elongated Stitch Bond

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/natural-stone

F E R R O C A S T. T O U G H E R , S L E E K E R , E A S I E R ,
®

FERROCAST. BETTER ALL ROUND.

FERROCAST

Ferrocast polyurethane is the material for the modern
environment, with all the benefits of cast iron – and none of
the problems. An engineering grade polymer cast around
a tough steel core, Ferrocast is both structurally strong and
incredibly resistant.

• Doesn’t rust

The flexibility of the material means it can be cast into almost
any shape and be supplied in any RAL colour. Low cost
tooling makes bespoke designs affordable and customised
detailing, such as crests and logos, can be added quickly and
easily. So now you can create better designs, exactly how you
want them.

• High chip resistance
• Doesn’t corrode
• Lighter than cast iron
• Quicker to install and cheaper to deliver
• Low maintenance
• UK manufactured

The Waterside Range is a co-ordinated suite of street
furniture that combines contemporary style with the
strength and durability of Ferrocast. Based around a
unique elliptical form, this range introduces stylish and
functional street furniture, suitable for both modern and
traditional landscapes.

Waterside Post and Rail System

Waterside II Cycle Stand

Waterside Bollard

Providing a suite of products which can be supplied in
any RAL colour, the Waterside Range helps you to create
better landscapes with a better material.

Stronger

toUgHer
LIGHTER

SMArter

Better.

FerrocASt ® FroM MArSHAllS.

Waterside Litter Bin

Waterside II Seat

For more information and to request a copy of the
Ferrocast leaflet call 01270 824 000 or go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

FURNITUR

THE WATERSIDE RANGE

STREE

STRONGER, SMARTER, SIMPLER

S O C I A L S E AT I N G .

AT T R A C T I V E , C O N V I V I A L ,

Metrolinia Benches and Planters
Demetra Seat with Wide Slats

Link Blanket
Twist Three Place Seat, Table and Chair

In today’s ever changing urban landscapes, the need to
provide flexible seating arrangements is ever increasing.
Gone are the days when a 1.8m bench or seat will satisfy
the needs of every landscape. These items still have a
place within the linear environment of a typical street;
however, the contemporary urban realm demands
much greater flexibility.
Modular seating can be used effectively to define a
landscape and provide more diverse use over and above
traditional linear seating.
The Marshalls Social Seating range comprises of novel,
modular and linear attractive street furniture which
meet the demands of any architectural surrounding
and will suit most budgetary requirements, creating
better landscapes.

The flexibility of modular seating makes it suitable for
a wide range of environments because:
• S pace can be defined in more interesting ways using
collections of units, with limitless configurations and
ability to tailor to client’s own needs
• In large spaces, it can be used to define areas of use
and demarcate boundaries. The limited size of units
allows them to be easily moved if space is needed
• M
 odular units encourage less prescribed use,
people can perch or sit and squeeze on in a more
relaxed manner
• N
 ot only do modular systems provide effective use of
space, they can have more presence. Particularly in
large spaces, they can act as focal points
• W
 ith a change in urban lifestyles, the demand for
new products and spaces to contain them is growing.
Seating which is more relaxed encourages conviviality
and can improve social interaction.

Link

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

FURNITUR

THE SOCIAL SEATING RANGE

STREE

DURABLE, MODULAR, FLEXIBLE

DEMETRA.

Rosso

Veneziano

Bianco

Verde

Giallo

Nero

Demetra bench is the ideal piece of furniture to improve
the user experience in multiple landscape types. It is
available either plain, with timber slats, with or without
backrest or with a timber inset seat section. There are
three types of timber to choose from: Iroko, Larch and
Pine. Timber used comes from sustainable sources.

Both Demetra and Artemide have a self levelling base,
making it possible to compensate a ground slope up to
6%, making the product perfectly level.
Price: £1390 - £2890

Artemide planter is monolithic and perfectly
complements the Demetra social seating range. It
features a water reservoir and allows overflowing water
to be diffused via an opening at the front of the planter.

Product Description

Seat Span
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Weight
(mm)

Guide Price

Demetra Bench

1800

600

470

1170

£1390

Demetra Bench with Inset Timber Slats

1800

600

470

1135

£1790

Demetra Bench with Wooden Slats

1800

636

843

1219

£2190

Demetra Seat with Narrow Slats

1800

600

510

1208

£2890

Demetra Seat with Wide Slats

1800

600

838

1226

£2590

Artemide Planter

1800

600

470

680

£1290

Porfido

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

FURNITUR

Understanding outdoor spaces and bringing them to
life, Bellitalia created these 6 stylish and durable street
furniture items that offer comfort and amenity to all users.

Both products are manufactured using precious stone,
a combination of marble and portland cement. The
aggregates do not absorb water and are frost-resistant,
guaranteeing a product that will not alter over time and
prevent mould formation.

STREE

BELLITALIA PRECIOUS STONE DEMETRA
AND ARTEMIDE LINEAR SEATING

METROLINIA.

For linear runs, an end block is always required. Should
you wish to create a circular seating arrangement,
then end blocks are not required. Add some planting
arrangements into your configuration using the planter
module. The timber seat section offers extra comfort to
all users.
Bench Section

Stand Alone Block

Lengths vary from 600-1200mm, width from
600-1200mm and height is 456mm for all modules.
Coordinates perfectly with Metrolinia Block Paving.

City Charcoal Grey

City Silver Grey

Description

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Weight
(mm)

Guide
Price

Seat Section

1200

612

456

765

£1195

Bench Section

1200

612

456

705

£980

Large Intermediate

1200

600

456

830

£320

Intermediate

600

600

456

415

£275

Planter

600

600

456

255

£275

T Junction

600

600

456

415

£275

X Junction

600

600

456

420

£275

Radiused End Block

600

600

456

405

£275

End Block

600

600

456

625

£275

Radiused Corner Section

1200

1200

456

980

£350

Stand Alone Block

600

600

456

375

£325

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

FURNITUR

The Metrolinia Modular Seating System is novel and
robust. There are 11 components within the Metrolinia
range which can be used to create your seating
configuration.

Once you have a design in mind, we suggest that you
contact our sales team. Where required, Marshalls Street
Furniture Design Team can create a rendered example of
your seating configuration.

STREE

MONOSCAPE METROLINIA
MODULAR SYSTEM

S I M P LY S T O N E .

SIMPLY STONE CUBES
The Simply Stone cubes come in beautiful, harmonising
colourways. Available polished or with a fine picked
detail to provide a striking contrast. Polishing enhances
the natural beauty of stone, providing an elegant finish.
Fine picked yields a textured finish.
• C
 an be matched against other Marshalls Stonespar
products
• V
 ictorian Gold Sandstone colour is unique to
Marshalls
• Design banding option available
• Choice of two sizes

Granite GRA 921
Black

Granite GRA 903
Mid Grey

Victorian Gold
Sandstone

Product

600 x 600 x 450
(mm)

1800 x 600 x 450
(mm)

Granite GRA 903
Mid Grey

£275

£870

Granite GRA 921
Black

£299

£993

Victorian Gold
Sandstone

£310

£1000

• Seating section available in tropical hardwood or ash

Twist provides an innovative, universal and modular
furniture solution that can adapt to all spaces and
behaviours. Twist is a combination of high quality cast
iron and wood, comprising of 9 individual elements. All
these pieces can be combined to create a configuration
specific to the requirements of the landscape, offering
a simple yet timeless design. Cast iron has been used to
great effect, moving away from traditional bulky designs
to deliver a sleek, streamlined product.

• T imber is treated with a water-based emulsion with
a walnut stain, applied using a unique two-stage
electro-static treatment process

Twist has been ergonomically designed to maximise
user comfort. The design puts users at ease instantly,
making them feel comfortable in their surroundings.

• Standard finish Grey 900 Sable

• C
 ast iron is treated and powder coated in Sable
Grey 900
• Available surface mounted
• Armrest also available

• Ground fixed

Product
Description

Seat
Span
(mm)

Seat
Height
(mm)

Weight
(kg)

Guide
Price

Chair

650

800

55

£1145

2 Place Seat

1200

800

69

£1388

3 Place Seat

1750

800

83

£1545

Table

650

455

38

£830

2 Place Bench

1200

455

47

£990

3 Place Bench

1750

455

56

£1095

Curved Table

650

800

58

£1025

Curved 2
Place Bench

1200

800

72

£1250

Curved 3
Place Bench

1750

800

86

£1385

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

FURNITUR

TWIST MODULAR SEATING SYSTEM

STREE

T W I S T.

LINK.

Table
Single Bench

Perch Seat

Extension

3 Place Bench

Link High Table

2 Place Bench

Low Table

Blanket

Sineu Graff’s Link range features a selection of seating
and tables. Centred on the use of tables each piece
can be combined together to form an attractive
arrangement of furniture which can help to encourage
use of spaces for eating, drinking and social interaction.

• T he Table is 2 metres in length and can be extended
using the Table Extension.
• L ink Perch Seat and High Table offers another
alternative seating solution, allowing users to perch
and rest on the table.
• T he Link Blanket is ideal for use on grass allowing the
creation of relaxed seating/lounging areas
• L ink products are manufactured from Ash timber and
galvanised steel
• T he timbers are pressure treated to prevent the
ingress of water, rot, algae and insects.
• All products are surface mounted

Product
Description

Seat
Span
(mm)

Seat
Height
(mm)

Weight
(kg)

Guide
Price

Single Bench

435

430

12

£295

Table

2000

735

89

£1562

Extension Table

2000

735

71

£1128

3 Place Bench

1500

430

32

£650

2 Place Bench

1000

430

24

£520

Low Table

855

370

40

£840

High Table

420

110

40

£815

Perch Seat

420

880

20

£520

Blanket

3200

600

217

£3950

For further product details go online to:
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

FURNITUR

• 9 components available

STREE

LINK TIMBER RANGE

C O D A . C O N T E M P O R A R Y, E L E G A N T, C O O R D I N A T E D

A cohesive range of street furniture, lighting and signage;
designed by Alex Lifschutz and manufactured by
Marshalls at Sandy and Woodhouse in Leamington Spa.
• C
 ontemporary forms complement both the newest
architectural trends and established environments.
• S ignature contrast and slash design details create
identity that unifies the whole range, including
seating, cycle stand, bollard, litter bin, monolith and
fingerpost signage and street lighting.
• R
 obust materials and quality manufacture ensure
long life and long term value.
• F SC Iroko timber weathers naturally, is highly durable
and virtually maintenance free.
• M
 arshalls’ concrete complements premium, graniteeffect ranges such as Metrolinia and Conservation.
Standard Colour Options

• H
 igh levels of recyclability provide excellent end-oflife credentials.
• Independently tested LED luminaire delivers excellent
lighting performance, efficiency and Standards
compliance.
• S eventy two lighting options across colour
temperature, running current and module
configuration for ultimate flexibility with a singular
design language.
• H
 ighly configurable signage system that incorporates
updateable directional slats, illuminated mapping
and technology integration in a signature Coda frame
For further product details go online to:
www.woodhouse.co.uk

L O C I . V I B R A N T, C L E A N , A F F O R D A B L E
STREET FURNITURE, SIGNAGE & LIGHTING

Standard Colour Options
Key
STREET FURNITURE, SIGNAGE & LIGHTING

A comprehensive, vibrant and affordable range of street
furniture, lighting and signage; designed by Maynard
Design and manufactured by Woodhouse, Loci offers a
complete solution for campus type environments.
• L ight, open and colourful forms reflect
growing trends for vibrant architectural and
landscape designs.
• A
 signature ‘Ribbon of Steel’ design element appears
consistently throughout the range, the offer includes
seating, cycle stands, standard and illuminated
bollards, a litter bin, monolith and fingerpost signage
and street lighting.
• C
 olour customisation enables matching to any
corporate branding or colour scheme.
• C
 ost efficient material and manufacture enable
highly affordable pricing, with no loss of Woodhouse
design values.
• F SC Emeri timber brings a fresh Scandinavian tone
to the range whilst offering durability and low
maintenance properties.
• L ED lighting modules shared with the Coda luminaire
deliver exceptional performance characteristics in a
coordinated lighting package.
• A
 simple signage system delivers excellent value
across a wide range of sizes.
• T he range is soon to expand through the addition of
a shelter, tree grille and planters.

For further product details go online to:
www.woodhouse.co.uk

E X H I B I T I O N R O A D . T H E R O YA L B O R O U G H

The RIBA Award winning £28m redevelopment of Exhibition
Road has transformed one of London’s most visited streets into
one of the most accessible cultural destinations in the world.
It is one of London’s most high profile streets, being home to
leading cultural and academic institutions, but over time had
become inefficient, being dominated by traffic with narrow,
crowded pavements and street clutter. A complete redesign
was needed.
The Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea decided to
run a design competition for the space, which was won by
Architects Dixon Jones.
The winning design’s vision was a complete overhaul of the
street, creating ‘shared space’. This means that pedestrians
and vehicles co-exist without one being the dominant force
and is created by the removal of kerbs, pavements and other
obstructions; this encourages motorists to slow down creating
a safer and more secure environment for all.
Marshalls was approached to supply a range of key physical
features of the redevelopment; natural stone, bespoke street
lighting, drainage solutions and street furniture.

MAYOR OF LONDON,
BORIS JOHNSON, SAID:
‘This clever approach to rearranging the streetscape
at the heart of one of the most important cultural
and academic corners on the planet will heighten the
whole experience for visitors.
‘In particular it will make it much easier and even
more pleasurable for families visiting these unique
attractions with space to wander unhindered in an
area that puts people first.’

THE SOLUTION

THE BENEFIT

Marshalls worked with Dixon Jones and contractors
Balfour Beatty to supply the 22,000m2 of Yorkstone
paving and Granite setts banded in black and pink,
which create the diagrid crisscross paving pattern giving
the street its unique visual identity.

The finished result makes Exhibition Road one of the
most striking thoroughfares in London. The paving’s
diamond shape pattern, as well as being visually
appealing, naturally leads users across the street from
one famous cultural centre to another.

The Marshalls water management team worked with
Balfour Beatty to design and supply the street’s drainage
solutions; two continuous linear drainage channels
including bespoke cast iron tops.

The clutter free environment feels calm, and allows
crowds to flow more freely over the paving allowing for
easy passage from South Kensington tube station to the
museums which line the famous road.

Woodhouse worked closely with the client and
landscape architect to design and supply a new multifunction street lighting concept to create, engineer
and manufacture a distinctive yet functional lighting
solution; 28 bespoke tapering 20m steel lighting
masts which define the centre of the carriageway, and
which also coordinate with the Woodhouse Geo street
furniture range.

The bespoke Woodhouse lighting masts enhance the
appearance of the streetscape’s many colours, textures
and finishes, and give pedestrians the feeling of added
security.

C AS E STU D

OF KENSINGTON & CHELSEA

T H E 2 0 1 2 O LY M P I C & P A R A LY M P I C G A M E S

5 years of work to construct a purpose
built state-of-the-art 500 acre site
costing £11 billion.
Hosting 17,000 athletes and officials
from 204 nations competing for
302 gold medals in just 14 days.

THE LARGEST CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT IN DECADES
•• T he regeneration of 2.5 square kilometres (246 hectares) equivalent size to Hyde Park
•• 8
 .35km of waterways created in and around the
Olympic Park
•• O
 ne of the largest urban parks to be built in Europe for
150 years
•• 200 buildings demolished before work on the park
could begin
•• More than 600,000 tonnes of soil washed to remove any
trace of contamination
•• 100 hectares of new parklands created
•• 10 rail lines built to serve the Olympic Park
•• 5 new permanent venues constructed
•• 30 new bridges constructed
•• 12 residential blocks constructed within the Athletes Village
•• By 2012 30,000 people had worked on the construction
project
•• 30,000 tonnes of silt, gravel and rubble removed from
waterways
•• P
 lanting of more than 4,000 trees, 74,000 plants, 60,000
bulbs and 300,000 wetland plants
•• 4 skeletons were discovered and removed during
construction
•• O ver 4 million visitors to the park over the course of the
Olympic and Paralympic Games

MARSHALLS’ INVOLVEMENT:
•• 15 manufacturing/distribution points used
•• M
 arshalls products feature in 11 of the newly constructed
Athletes Village apartment blocks
•• Over 400 hours of Marshalls design team time logged
•• 2
 members of the Marshalls team were permanently
located on site at the Athletes Village
•• 5
 76 loads of Marshalls products delivered to the Athletes
Village alone
•• 100,000m2 of Machine Lay Priora Permeable Paving was
installed in a 6 week window
•• 1,400 tonnes of product supplied by rail
•• Products supplied from 3 countries
•• 53 separate contracts supplied nationwide

OVER £10m OF MARSHALLS PRODUCTS
FEATURE ACROSS THE SITE

“London has raised the bar on how to deliver a
lasting legacy. This great historical city has created
a legacy blueprint for future Games hosts.”
Jacques Rogge, International Olympic Committee President.

51 DIFFERENT MARSHALLS PRODUCT
RANGES FEATURE ACROSS THE SITE

THE OLYMPIC & PARALYMPIC GAMES CASE STUDY
LonDon 2012
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Designers: applied
Landscape
Design, arup &
Bridges Pound
Contractor: VolkerF
itzpatrick
Marshalls Produc
t Mix:
Conservation
Kerb & Paving,
Cycleway Demarc
ation units,
Mistral Concret
e Block Paving,
Tactile Paving,
Woodhouse Lamp
Columns, Signage
& Seating

Description
Westfield’s stratford
city shopping
centre is the newest
and largest in their
chain of shoppin
g centres with
over
1.9m sq ft of retail
and office space
in
the heart of the
largest regenera
tion
project in the uK.

• Full drainage
and pavement
design
• Sustainability
profile, product
carbon
footprints and
recycled content
information for
all materials used
on the project
• Logistical support
and the option
of rail
deliveries

Marshalls Approa
ch
Woodhouse, a
Marshalls specialis
t
business, has been
Products Supplie
a preferred lighting
d
and street furniture
Marshalls hosted
a series of visits
supplier to Westfiel
to
for a number of
d other sites around
years. this provide
the London area
d
Marshalls with
for
the client and contrac
the ideal opportu
tors to view a
nity to
engage the client
variety of paving
directly very early
materials to aid
in the
in
the tender process
selection process
.
, each time providin
g
full technical and
through an integrat
sustainability
ed approach from
information to
specification through
ensure the product
s
to
would meet with
Marshalls and Woodho sales from both
their demands.
use, specification
was secured for
this culminated
the hard landsca
in Marshalls supplyin
ping,
lighting, signage
g
the Westfield project
and street furniture
with a wide range
elements of the
of products.
contract.
As part of this process
Marshalls engage
d a full
Marshalls offered
management process project
• Full design take
with the site
offs for
teams of both
the client and contrac
landscaping package the hard
tor,
attending regular
progress and review
• Full design for
meetings to ensure
the lighting column
the product supply
elements
coincided with
the desired installat
ion
programme.

Designers: Zaha
Hadid
Contractor: Balfour
Beatty

Marshalls Produc
t Mix: Birco
Channel Drainag
e, Conservation
Kerb & Paving,
Standard Kerb
&
Edging, Titan Kerb

Aquatics Centre
Description

the venue was
designe
international architec d by acclaimed
t Zaha Hadid. it
features a spectac
ular wave-like roof
that is 160m long
and up to 80m
wide,
giving it a longer
single span than
Heathrow termina
l 5.
the majority of
spectators were
seated
in two tempora
ry wings, planned
for
removal after the
Games.
the Aquatics centre
includes a 50m
competition pool,
a 25m compet
ition
diving pool, a 50m
warm-up pool
and a
‘dry’ warm-up area
for divers. the Water
Polo competition
was held next
to it in
the temporary
Water Polo Arena,
with
competition and
warm-up pools.

Designers: Stanton
Williams
Contractor: P
J Carey
Marshalls Produc
t Mix: Birco
Drainage, Titan
Kerb, BS Kerb
&
Edging

Eton Manor
Description
During the 2012
summer olympic
s,
eton Manor housed
temporary training
pools for particip
ants in aquatics
events,
including three
50m pools for swimme
and smaller pools
rs,
for synchronised
swimmers and
water polo compet
itors.
For the 2012 Summe
r Paralympics it
hosted the wheelch
air tennis, with
nine competition
courts and four
courts for warm-u
p. there were a
total
of 10,500 seats
for spectators,
with
a 5,000-capacity
centre court. the
site covers 27 acres
within Lee Valley
Regional Park.
eton Manor remains
as a permanent
venue as part of
the 2012 olympic
legacy.

To order your copy of the case study please call 0870 241 2463
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial

C AS E STU D

A PA R T N E R I N D E L I V E R I N G S U C C E S S

Landscape House, Premier Way, Lowfields Business Park, Elland HX5 9HT
Telephone: 0870 241 2463
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial
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